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OVERVIEW

This report seeks to

detail responses from

several community

engagement efforts

including 522 survey

results, 5 focus groups,

and more. Each

person whose results

are reflected below

either lives, works, or

owns property in

Powderhorn. We know

that these efforts only

reached a small

percentage of the

nearly 10,000 people

living in Powderhorn

Park, and we will

continue to take steps

to engage more

neighbors through our

work.



White
74.1%

Mixed/Multi-Racial
4.3%

Asian/Pacific Islander/Southeast Asian
3.7%

African American or Black
3.3%

Chicano/Latinx
2.9%

Jewish
2.7%

Other
1%

WHO WE HEARD FROM

This year, PPNA was able to provide our survey in English, Spanish, and Somali.

PPNA continues to need further resources to reach a representative group of

community members in Powderhorn. Demographic information on our survey was

optional, but we received demographic information from approx 450 people.

Please note that respondents had the option of self-identifying their cultural and

(or) ethnic affiliation in relation to the chart below.

DIVERSITY OF VOICES

OUTREACH

Several new outreach efforts allowed us

to reach more neighbors than surveys

from previous years. In particular, PPNA

was able to use a canvassing team of

community members to knock on doors,

table at local events, and flag people on

the streets. 

E-newsletter

Social Media

Radio

Block Club Leaders

Community Forums

We also utilized the following means to

promote our survey:
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SAFETY & LIVABILITY

WHAT'S NEXT

PPNA will continue to host meetings,

events, and support other opportunities

for neighbors to connect. Additionally, we

will continue to advocate for resources,

strategies, and systems that prevent,

reduce, and address criminal occurrences.

WHAT MAKES US FEEL MOST
SAFE?

The thing that made the most people

feel safe was knowing neighbors.

Absence of crime, being at home,

and having money and access to

resources were also popular

responses. We received 56 "other"

comments to this question.

DO WE FEEL SAFE?

300 people identify that there is average, good, or great safety and livability in the

neighborhood, but 215 say that there is only some or no safety and livability.

A. Being inside your home
B. Absence of Crime
C. Having money and Resources

D. Owning a Gun

E. Knowing Self-defense and

de-escalation

F. Neighborhood Watch

G. Knowing your Neighbors
H. Being able to call the police

LEGEND

SELECT THREE THINGS THAT MAKE YOU FEEL
MOST SAFE IN COMMUNITY:
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LIVABILITY

LIVABILITY

Long-term solutions for people experiencing homelessness stood out as the action

most people believe will improve livability, followed closely by living-wage jobs and

affordable housing. We received 53 "other" comments to this quesiton.

WHAT'S NEXT

Our staff will continue to advocate for

strategic, thoughtful, and long-term

community resources to support

community members with the most

needs. We believe that this will improve

livability for everyone in the

neighborhood.

WHAT 3 THINGS DO YOU THINK WILL MAKE YOUR
COMMUNITY MORE LIVABLE?

A. Affordable Housing
B. Living-Wage Jobs
C. Increased access to

healthcare

D. Long-term solutions for
people experiencing
homelessness
E. Improved education &

access to youth

programming

F. Traffic calming tools

G. Better mental health and

substance abuse resources

H. Less pollution

LEGEND
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POLICE

NEED MORE INFO

Most people still need more

information about what kinds of

activites would reform, defund,

divest, or abolish police.

WHAT'S NEXT

IN THE NEXT 2 YEARS...

When asked what they would like to see

happen with regard to police in the next 2

years, 78% of respondents support

alternatives to police as first responders. 81%

support redirecting funding from MPD to

improve access to affordable housing,

education, and living-wage jobs by reducing

the number of officers or other means.

PPNA will support community and

municipal efforts to create new models for

public safety including alternatives to first

response. We will continue to champion

investments in crime prevention and

people resources by supporting

reallocations from across the City

enterprise, including MPD. We'll also keep

providing co-creation and educational

opportunities that help inform what these

new approaches and investments entail.

A. First responder alternatives
B. Redirect significant portion of MPD
budget toward education, housing,
and jobs
C. Increase # of MPD officers

D. Allocate more of MPD's budget for
training and accountability
E. Reduce # of MPD officers and redirect

funding 

F. Advance legislation that removes the

requirement for armed police

LEGEND

IN THE NEXT 2 YEARS, WHAT  SHOULD
HAPPEN WITH MPD? 

DO YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION ON
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN REFORM,
DEFUND, DIVEST, OR ABOLISH?



Many community members talked

about using apps and block meetings

to stay connected with neighbors.

While overall this seems to be a useful

strategy, some community members

say this can cause unnecessary

anxiety. Direction around how to use

these tools effectively is an

opportunity.

This fall, PPNA staff met with several block groups (upon request) to talk with them

about safety. Below are key themes from those conversations.

We asked neighbors about their

personal experiences with police. We

heard of 2 interactions that were

positive, and 16 that were either

unhelpful or harmful to community

members. Generally, people expressed

a nervousness to call police and desire

for a more trusted person to call in

case of non-life-threatening

emergency.

Our staff wanted to know what

strategies block groups are using to

keep each other safe. Some strategies

included engaging youth on the

block, creating a people-presence by

spending time outside, and sharing

resources. Some neighbors have also

worked together to install lights and

share camera feeds.

Block groups helped us dream up

some resources we wish our

neighborhood had. We talked about

better access to basic needs, youth

programming, trauma counseling,

non-police response to theft, lighting,

healing spaces, and more. 

FOCUS GROUPS

STAYING CONNECTED POLICE

SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES
WISH LIST

WHAT'S NEXT

As a way to support and further

neighborhood engagement, PPNA will

launch efforts that aim to encourage,

acknowledge, and reward residents’

willingness to work together to drive

positive change.
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EQUITY IN DEVELOPMENT

WHAT CREATES EQUITY ?

Affordability, preventing

displacement, community

ownership, and community input

were all identified as particularly

important for equitable

development. We received 33 "other"

comments in this section.

WHAT'S NEXT

PPNA will continue to work closely with other

community-based organizations to help

support development that centers community

priorities and prevents displacement. The

association will also identify ways for residents

in the community to influence, invest, and

strengthen projects that align with overall

development goals. 

HOW EQUITABLE ARE WE NOW ?

About 47% of people believe we have

average equity in development. 20% of

people said they weren't sure about the

degree of equity in development in the

community.

A. Community input drives what's built

B. Affordable for those making
minimum wage
C. Use of quality and environmentally-

friendly materials

D. Ownership reflects those who live
in the community
E. Policies to prevent displacement
F. Fair and just labor practices

G. Funding for non-profit developers

H. Funding Community Development

Corporations

LEGEND

SELECT THREE THINGS YOU FEEL MOST
CONTRIBUTE TO EQUITY IN DEVELOPMENT:
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BARRIERS TO EQUITY IN DEVELOPMENT

WHAT LEADS TO INEQUITY ?

Developers from outside the

community and the wealth gap

stand out as the major barriers

to equity in development.

Absence of a City-adopted

equity metric was the next

highest barrier.

WHAT'S NEXT

While PPNA has little influence over outside

developers or the wealth gap, we will continue

to partner with and support community-

centered developers that demonstrate ongoing

will and action to incorporate community

priorities into their plans. It also aims to

advocate for the City of Minneapolis to use an

equity metric to better understand and track

the likely impact of developments.

A. Absence of or inadequate penalties

for vacant buildings

B. Majority of developers and owners
live outside the community
C. Absence of City-adopted equity
metric
D. Overall wealth gap among BIPOC
people

LEGEND

SELECT THREE THINGS YOU FEEL MOST
CONTRIBUTE TO INEQUITY IN DEVELOPMENT:

E. Use of AMI to establish affordability

F. Not enough notice to community

about development projects

G. Not enough funding for non-profit

developers

H. Absence of broad community

concern
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TIME YOU'LL SPEND

A. Receive updates
B. Provide occasional input
C. Advocate for resources

D. Contribute to long-term efforts
E. Not sure

F. No involvement

LEGEND

None

<30 m
in

30-60 m
in

1-2 hours

2+ hours

Not s
ure

150 

100 

50 

0 

Most people aren't sure how much

time they could spend engaging in

the development process. However,

many neighbors are willing to

contribute one or more hours each

month.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT

WHAT'S NEXT

PPNA will work to create multiple

pathways for community members

to get involved in the development

process that range from being

informed to somewhat involved.

WHAT WOULD YOU WANT TO DO ?

Most people want to receive updates

about development that happens,

and many are wiling to contribute

with their voice. Still, nearly 20% of

people aren't sure how they could be

involved in development.

SELECT THE WAYS YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE
INVOLVED WITH RECOVERY AND RENEWAL

HOW MUCH TIME ARE YOU WILLING TO
SPEND ON HELPING TO INFLUENCE
EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT MONTHLY?



CONCLUSIONS

Our community has a

lot of knowledge already

about what they believe

could improve safety,

livability, and

community

development. Many of

these beliefs are in line

with PPNA's existing

efforts! We also see

places where people

have expressed a desire

to learn more or

understand better, so

we'll continue to provide

resources and

educational

opportunities on the

things that matter most. 
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